Coordinate transformation is an emerging field which offers a powerful and unprecedented ability to manipulate and control electromagnetic waves. Using this tool, we demonstrate the design of novel antenna concepts by tailoring their radiation properties. The wave manipulation is enabled through the use of engineered dispersive composite metamaterials that realize the space coordinate transformation. Three types of antennas are considered for design: a directive, a beam steerable and a quasi-isotropic one. Numerical simulations together with experimental measurements are performed in order to validate the coordinate transformation concept. Near-field cartography and far-field pattern measurements performed on a fabricated prototype agree qualitatively with Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations. It is shown that a particular radiation pattern can be tailored at ease into a desired one by modifying the electromagnetic properties of the space around radiator. This idea opens the way to novel antenna design techniques for various application domains such as the aeronautical and transport fields.
Introduction
Coordinate transformation (also called transformation optics or transformation electromagnetics) is a powerful mathematical tool that is used to generate a new transformed space from an initial one where solutions of Maxwell's equations are known by manipulating electromagnetic waves. As a first step, it consists in imagining a virtual space with desired topological properties, which will contain the underlying physics. This approach has been revived when J. B. Pendry et al. [1] have proposed an interpretation where permeability and permittivity tensors components can be viewed as a material in the original space. It is as if the new material mimicks the defined topological space. Since this pioneering work of J. B. Pendry and that of U. Leonhardt et al. [2] , transformation optics is an emerging field where Maxwell's equations are form invariant under a coordinate transformation. It offers an unconventional strategy to the design of novel class metamaterial devices. The most striking application conceived so far via coordinate transformation concept is the invisibility cloak for which various designs have been presented in microwave [3] [4] [5] and optical regimes [6] [7] [8] .
Other interesting wave manipulation applications such as wave concentrators [9] , field rotators [10] , electromagnetic wormholes [11] , waveguide transitions and bends [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have also been proposed. Concerning antenna applications, focusing lens antennas [17] [18] [19] and the engineering of radiation patterns [20] have been proposed. The performances of an omnidirectional retroreflector [21] based on the transmutation of singularities [22] and Luneberg lenses [23] have also been experimentally demonstrated. An octave-bandwidth horn antenna has experimentally validated for satellite communications [24] . Recently, techniques of source transformation [25] [26] [27] have offered new opportunities for the design of active devices with source distribution included in the transformed space.
Using this last approach, we review the design of three antenna models where the radiation pattern is tailored specifically in each case. The first one concerns an ultradirective antenna obtained by stretching a source into an extended coherent radiator [28] [29] [30] . The design has been implemented through the use of judiciously engineered metamaterials and the device is shown experimentally to produce an ultra-directive emission. The idea has been extended to a second device, a wave bending one, so as to achieve a steered beam antenna via a rotational coordinate transformation. Experimental measurements have shown a beam steering as much as 66°. Finally, we present the numerical design of a quasi-isotropic antenna achieved by expanding the space around a directive source [31] .
Ultra-directive antenna
The ultra-directive antenna is based on the transformation of a cylindrical space into a rectangular one. The schematic principle of the transformation is presented in Fig. 1 . The theoretical underlying physics of the transformation involved here has been detailed recently in [28] . The concept is as follows: the imagined space of our proposed antenna is obtained by transforming a flat isotropic cylindrical half-space with zero Riemann curvature tensor described in polar coordinates {r, θ} into a flat space in squeezed Cartesian coordinates. x', y' and z' are the coordinates in the virtual transformed rectangular space and x, y, z are those in the initial real cylindrical space. We assume free space in the cylinder, with isotropic permeability and permittivity tensors ε 0 and µ 0 . In the theoretical study of [28] , we have shown that the coordinate transformation can be implemented by a material obeying the following tensors:
where ψ represents the permittivity or permeability tensor and g, the metric tensor of our designed space. The material must then be able to produce the following dielectric tensors presenting no non-diagonal components (2): the diameter of the initial cylindrical space and e and L, respectively, the width and length of the rectangular target space. For a practical implementation using metamaterials, the dimensions of the semi-cylindrical space is set so that α = 4 in order to obtain achievable values for the electromagnetic parameters. We also consider a polarized electromagnetic wave with an electric field pointing in the z-direction, which allows modifying the dispersion equation in order to simplify the electromagnetic parameters without changing Maxwell's equations and propagation in the structure. This leads to a metamaterial which is described with e = 0.15 m and L = 0.05 m by: Discrete values are then created for the desired variation of µ yy and ε zz to secure a practical realization producing experimental performances close to theory. Fig. 2 shows the photography of the fabricated prototype. A microstrip square patch antenna printed on a 0.787 mm thick low-loss dielectric substrate (Rogers RT/Duroid 5870TM with 17.5 µm copper cladding, ε r = 2.33 and tanδ = 0.0012) is used as radiating source. A surrounding material made of alternating electric metamaterial and magnetic metamaterial layers is used to capture the emanating omnidirectional radiation from the patch source and transform it into a directive one. The metamaterial is a discrete structure composed of five different regions where permittivity and permeability vary according to (3) and to the profile of Fig.  1 
(b).
The axial permittivity ε zz and permeability µ yy show respectively values ranging from 0.12 to 4.15 and from 1.58 to 15.3. The bulk metamaterial is assembled using 56 layers of dielectric boards on which subwavelength resonant structures are printed. 28 layers contain SRRs [32] and 28 others contain ELCs [33] , shown in the insets of Fig. 2 and known to provide respectively a magnetic and an electric response. Each layer is made of 5 regions of metamaterials corresponding to the discretized values of Fig. 1(b) . Because of constraints of the layout, we choose a rectangular unit cell with dimensions 3.333 mm for both resonators. The layout consists of 5 regions, each of which is three unit cells long (10 mm). We are able to obtain the desired ε zz and µ yy by tuning the resonators' geometric parameters, as illustrated and detailed in Fig. 3 . The SRR and ELC resonators are simulated with finite-element method based Ansys HFSS commercial code for the [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] GHz] frequency band. The calculated S-parameters are then utilized to extract the effective material parameters µ yy and ε zz , through the use of a retrieval process described in [34] . µ yy and ε zz are respectively shown in Fig The metamaterial layers are mounted 2 by 2 with a constant air spacing of 2.2 mm between each. Overall dimensions of the antenna are 15 cm x 15 cm x 5 cm. Farfield patterns measurements are performed in an anechoic chamber, where the metamaterial-based antenna is used as emitter and a wideband [2 GHz -18 GHz] is used as receiver. The E-plane radiation pattern is measured at 10.6 GHz for computer-controlled elevation angle varying from -90° to +90°. Fig. 5 presents the comparison between simulations and experiments for the patch source alone and the metamaterial antenna. The transformation of the patch's omnidirectional radiation into a directive is clearly established. A narrow half-power beamwidth of 13° is observed for the measured antenna. These performances are competitive with classical high directivity antennas such as parabolic reflector antennas. 
Azimuthal antenna
Here, we propose a two-dimensional coordinate transformation, which transforms the vertical radiation of a plane source into a directive azimuthal emission. Let us consider a source radiating in a rectangular space. Theoretically this radiation emitted from the latter source can be transformed into an azimuthal one using transformation optics. The transformation procedure is noted F(x',y') and consists in bending the emission. Fig. 6 shows the operating principle of this rotational coordinate transformation. Mathematically, F(x',y') can be expressed as:
where x', y', and z' are the coordinates in the bent space, and x, y and z are those in the initial rectangular space. In the initial space, we assume free space. L 2 -L 1 and L are respectively the width and the length of the rectangular space. The rotational transformation of Fig. 6 is defined by parameter a considered as an "expansion" parameter and parameter b which controls the rotation angle of the transformation F(x',y'). By substituting the new coordinate system in the tensor components, and after some simplifications, the material parameters are derived. After The transformation formulation is implemented using finite-element method based commercial solver Comsol Multiphysics. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of 2D simulation between a plane source made of current lines in yz plane above a limited metallic ground plane (Fig. 7(a) ) and the same source surrounded by a metamaterial defined by Eq. (5) [ Fig. 7(b) ]. Fig. 7(c) and 7(d) show respectively the far-field patterns of the plane source without and with the metamaterial structure. The left shift of the peak corresponds to a rotation of 76° of the emitted radiation. For the physical prototype fabrication, we simplify the calculated material parameters through a parameter reduction procedure. We set a polarization of the electromagnetic field such that the magnetic field is along the z-direction. In this case, the relevant electromagnetic parameters are µ zz , ε θθ and ε rr . We maintain ε θθ and µ zz constant and the new set of coordinates is given by (6): Setting physical parameter b = 6 allows an optimization of the material parameter ε rr . The profile of the different parameters is presented in Fig. 8(a) . We consider fabricating the prototype composed of 30 identical layers where each layer is divided in 10 unit cells as illustrated by the single layer in Fig. 8(b) . For the discretization of the material parameters, meta-atoms producing electric resonances are designed on the 0.787 mm thick low loss (tanδ = 0.0013) RO3003 TM dielectric substrate. We choose a rectangular unit cell with dimensions 5 mm for the resonators. We are able to obtain the desired ε zz and µ yy by tuning the resonators' geometric parameters. The 10 cells presented in Fig. 8(c) are designed to constitute the discrete variation of ε rr . Table I summarizes the corresponding electromagnetic parameters of the cells. The cells are composed of respectively SRRs and ELCs to secure µ zz and ε rr . ε θθ is produced by a host medium, which is a commercially available resin. For numerical verifications of the proposed device performances, a microstrip patch antenna presenting a quasiomnidirectional radiation is used as the feeding source of the metamaterial antenna. This patch source is optimized for a 10 GHz operation. A 3D simulation of the patch antenna and the layered metamaterial is performed using HFSS as illustrated in Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9(b) shows the calculated energy distribution in the middle plane of the layered metamaterial structure. We shall note that the latter structure firstly transforms the quasi-omnidirectional radiation of the patch source into a directive one and also maintains this highly directive emission after the 76° rotation. To validate experimentally the azimuthal directive emission, the device shown in Fig. 10(a) is fabricated. A microstrip square patch antenna printed on a 1 mm thick epoxy dielectric substrate (ε r = 3.9 and tanδ = 0.02) is used as radiating source. The metamaterial is a discrete structure composed of 10 different regions where permittivity and permeability vary according to Eq. (6) and to the values of Table 1 . The bulk metamaterial is assembled using 30 layers of RO3003 TM dielectric boards on which subwavelength resonant structures are printed. The layers are mounted 1 by 1 in a molded matrix with a constant angle of 3° between each. A commercially available liquid resin is then flowed into the mold. This resin constitutes the host medium and is an important design parameter which is closely linked to ε θθ .
Its measured permittivity is close to 2.8. The mold is removed after solidification of the resin. S 11 parameter measurements are first performed on the fabricated prototype. The measured S 11 parameter of the metamaterial antenna is compared with the HFSS-simulated one in Fig. 10(b) . A good agreement can be observed and return losses reaching 18 dB is observed experimentally at 10.3 GHz compared to 15 dB calculated. This quantity is further compared with that of the feeding patch antenna alone. A better matching can be clearly observed for the metamaterial antenna. The E-plane far-field radiation pattern of the metamaterial antenna is measured in a fully anechoic chamber. Measurements are performed for computercontrolled elevation angle varying from -90° to +90°. The measured far-field radiation pattern is presented for the metamaterial device (Fig. 10(c)) . From the experiments, we can clearly observe the transformation of the omnidirectional far-field radiation of the patch antenna into a directive one which is further bent at an angle of 66°, which is consistent to the 76° predicted by numerical simulations. The difference in bending angle is due to the fabrication tolerances of the meta-atoms providing the gradient radial permittivity and to the positioning of the patch source.
Isotropic antenna
Conversely to the previous sections, here we focus our attention on how coordinate transformation can be applied to transform directive emissions into isotropic ones. An intuitive schematic principle to illustrate the proposed method is presented in Fig. 11 . Let us consider a source radiating in a circular space as shown in Fig. 11(a) and a circular region bounded by the blue circle around this source limits the radiation zone. The "space stretching" coordinate transformation consists in stretching exponentially the central zone of this delimited circular region represented by the red circle as illustrated in Fig.  11 (b). The expansion procedure is further followed by a compression of the annular region formed between the red and blue circles so as to secure a good impedance matching with free space. Fig. 11(c) summarizes the exponential form of our coordinate transformation. The diameter of the transformed (generated metamaterial) circular medium is noted D.
Mathematically this transformation is expressed as [31] : (7) where r', θ', and z' are the coordinates in the transformed cylindrical space, and r, θ, and z are those in the initial cylindrical space. In the initial space, we assume free space, with isotropic permittivity and permeability tensors ε 0 and µ 0 . Parameter q (in m -1 ) appearing in Eq. (4) must be negative in order to secure the impedance matching condition. This parameter is an expansion factor which can be physically viewed as to what extent space is expanded. A high (negative) value of q means a high expansion whereas a low (negative) value of q means a nearly zero expansion. Calculations lead to permeability and permittivity tensors given in the diagonal base by: 
The components in the Cartesian coordinate system are calculated and are as follows: 
By fixing the electric field directed along the z-axis and by adjusting the dispersion equation without changing propagation in the structure, the following reduced parameters can be obtained: Fig. 12 presents simulations results of the source radiating in the initial circular space at an operating frequency of 4 GHz for several values of q. The current direction of the source is supposed to be along the z-axis. Simulations are performed in a Transverse Electric (TE) mode with the electric field polarized along z-direction. The surface current source is considered to have a width of 10 cm, which is greater than the 7.5 cm wavelength at 4 GHz. Radiation boundary conditions are placed around the calculation domain in order to plot the radiation properties. Continuity of the field is assured in the interior boundaries. As stated previously and verified from the different electric field distribution patterns, a high negative value of q leads to a quasi-perfect isotropic emission since the space expansion is higher. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in Fig.  12(d) The calculated far-field patterns are shown in Fig. 13(a) . The source alone produces a directive emission and when it is surrounded by the judiciously engineered coordinatetransformation based metamaterial, an isotropic emission is produced. Fig. 13(b) shows the influence of parameter q on the space expansion in the coordinate transformation. As q becomes highly negative, a greater space expansion is achieved.
Conclusions
To summarize, we have presented three types of antennas designed using coordinate transformation concept. The first antenna is a directive one achieved by transforming the omnidirectional radiation of a patch radiator into a directive one. Measurements performed on the fabricated prototype have shown good qualitative agreements with theory and simulations. The second antenna is an extension of the directive one, in the way that it also presents a steered beam. In this case, a rotational coordinate transformation has been elaborated to achieve the azimuthal emission.
Measurements have shown as much as 66° beam steering. Finally, a space expansion coordinate transformation has been theoretically presented so as to transform a directive emission into an isotropic one. ) and without transformation. (b) Influence of the expansion parameter q on the proposed coordinate transformation. The emitted radiation is more and more isotropic as q tends to high negative values.
